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Note: add five to a player who answers “Anyone, even Swiss Play”]
One work of this type sees a businessman named Biedermann become intimidated by and ultimately work with the title characters Schmitz and Eisenring as they conspire to burn down Biedermann’s house. Another work of this type sees the title character, a murderous public prosecutor, murder his wife and marry Anastasia, who has murdered her husband. In a third work of this type, three title characters pretend to be Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton, and a visitee of King Solomon is order to avoid revealing scientific secrets. Those works of this type are The Fire Raisers, The Marriage of Mr. Mississippi, and The Physicists. For 10 points, name these works of drama created by men such as Max Frisch and Friedrich Durrenmatt and were probably performed in a country with capital at Bern. 
ANSWER: Swiss Play [prompt on just “plays” or “works of Swiss literature”]

General Description acceptable. 
An hsqb poster no doubt most famous for posting about this subject necroed another thread by asking about why Chip Beale would write stuff about what his son did on his own wikipedia page and posted that his funniest neg ever was saying “The Plague” for “The Great Fire of London.”  This topic was the title subject of a fictional talk show hosted by Frankie Genovese in which one character wears a t-shirt that says, “Bad Attitude USA.” That fictional show includes one character saying, “When’s it ever gonna stop? Survey says, ‘Not very soon!’” in regards to a theoretical beating of Richard Grieco. That SNL sketch about this subject included a steroid-free discussion of movies. DSF 76 made a pointless thread about his ability to do this, in which he honestly thought George Berry was serious about Pat Robertson doing a 2000 pound leg lift. For 10 points, Kirill Sarychev’s 739 pounds is the world record for what feat that measures how much weight one can push up while laying in a supine position.  
ANSWER: bench pressing

Note: description acceptable until the asterix. 
The head of this project sent a list of 11 caveats to the target of this project, which included permanently marking objects studied, having few people in room during experiments, and rigid adherence to test protocol. Two individuals involved in this project used tactics such as palming blown fuses, spitting on a camera lens, and microwaving a clock. The two individuals at the center of this project were Michael Edwards and Banachek, who infiltrated a project that was funded by paranormal believer James McDonnell. This project resulted in the closing of the PSI research project at Washington University after the men who were going to discuss their psychic powers such as spoon bending at a Discover Magazine press conference announced “We cheat”.  For 10 points, name this project debunking parapsychology undertaken by* James Randi in 1983 that was named for the first letter of the Greek alphabet. 
ANSWER: Project Alpha
 
WARNING: 2 ANSWERS REQUIRED:
The first of these individuals claimed to have invented the jello shot while working for the NSA. The second of these individuals may have proposed a proof of Euclid’s fifth postulate on parallel lines, but the content on that supposed paper remains unknown. The former wrote a song that states, “We shall invite the whole team up for tea! How jolly! Hurl that spheroid down the field.” The latter wrote the paper “imaginary geometry” and helped found non-Euclidian geometry. The former, the writer of “Fight Fiercely, Harvard,” wrote a song about the latter that notes that, “My name in Dnepropetrovsk is cursed, when he finds out I published first!” and states that the title figure’s secret of success in mathematics is to plagiarize. For 10 points, name these mathematicians, one a Russian mathematician and the other a mathematician and composer of “Poisoning Pigeons in the Park” who wrote a satirical song about the former.
ANSWER: Tom Lehrer and Nikolay Lobachevsky

Stauracius was one of the eunuch advisors to this ruler, the unpopularity of whom resulted in the defection of Tatzates. One act of this ruler supposedly resulted in the sun darkening for seventeen days. The son of this ruler was arranged to marry Rotrude. This ruler organized the election of Tarasius as patriarch, and Theophanes wrote that Aetius thwarted a strategic marriage proposal for this ruler. She ordered the blinding of her son and opened diplomatic relations with Charlemagne. This mother of Constantine VI was deposed and replaced by her minister of finance, Nicephorus. For 10 points, name this wife of Leo IV and Orthodox saint who restored the use of icons in the Byzantine Empire.
ANSWER: Irene

Ira Newborn’s score for this movie includes several references to “Red River Valley.” One character sells an item in this movie that he claims was handcrafted by the Grand Wizard of China. Emmylou Harris’ cover of “Back in Baby’s Arms” is used in a scene in this movie which ends with two traumatized men predicting success for the Bears. One character answers, “Another couple of balls and an extra set of fingers?” when asked “You know what would make me happy?” A tirade directed at a character played by Edie Mclung ends with one character saying, “I want a fucking car right fucking now.” In this movie, the phrase, “I haven’t been home in years,” leads Neal Page to suspect that Del Griffith is homeless. For 10 points, name this 1987 comedy starring Steve Martin and John Candy whose main characters ride the title conveyances in order to get home to Chicago for Thanksgiving.
ANSWER: Planes, Trains, and Automobiles 

The Randall line of this denomination broke into the Bullockites and the Buzzelites, and the southern line of this denomination was known as the Palmer Line. This denomination rejects the idea of “once saved always saved” and its founder in America was Benjamin Randall. This denomination originated in North Carolina, and members of this denomination believe in generalized salvation as opposed to the salvation of the elect. For 10 points, name this baptist denomination whose name suggests a rejection puritanism and predestination. 
ANSWER: Free Will Baptists

While other characters work, this character plays ninepins with a crab apple and fir-cones. This figure offers to give another character a groat if he can solve a riddle about a wee man in a red red coat, and he told another riddle about Hitty Pitty. He ultimately found himself in the waistcoat pocket of a character who he annoyed with a riddle about Arthur of the Bower. This figure was the brother of Twinkleberry and travelled on a raft of twigs in order to forage food on an island that was the residence of Old Brown. This figure says, “Cuck-cuck-cuck-currrr cuck!” when he himself is asked riddles after a near-death experience. For 10 points, name this critter who has his tail bit off by an owl, a red squirrel created by Beatrix Potter.
ANSWER: Squirrel Nutkin

In aircraft accidents, this term is used to describe the conclusions reached by the investigating body regarding the root of the crash. The Aguilar-Spinelli test was once used to determine whether this requirement has been met, but it has since been replaced by a “totality of the circumstances” test. Illinois v. Gates stated that “better than even” is not a necessary standard to meet this requirement. New Jersey v. T.L.O. classified school officials as state officers and held that strict adherence to this thing was not required in a school setting. This standard is higher than reasonable suspicion. For 10 points, name this legal standard that is necessary for the issuance of a warrant and the arrest of an individual suspected of a crime. 
ANSWER: Probable Cause

The first notable written materials of this language are the Kullamaa prayers. For 10 points, name this Finno-Ugric language which includes the northern, or Tallinn, dialect. 
ANSWER: Estonian  

One of Johns Hopkins Medical School’s “Big Four,” William Halsted, performed the first successful procedure of this type in the United States on his sister. James Blundell was responsible for the first successful execution of this procedure. The early Bolshevik Alexander Bogdanov died after performing this technique on himself in an attempt to achieve eternal youth. Karl Landsteiner’s discovery of different types of the substance used in this procedure allowed for the compatibility approach to this treatment. Jehovah's Witnesses do not participate in, for 10 points, what type of medical procedure in which a vital bodily fluid provided by a donor is transferred into a patient? 
ANSWER: blood transfusions

The direct origins of this event occurred in Stoke Mandeville and was first organized by Ludwig Guttmann. The motto for this event is “Spirit in Motion” and the colors of its flag are shaped as an Agito. Trischa Zorn is the most decorated participant in the history of this event. Fernando Vicente Martin was banned from this event for allowing ineligible individuals to compete for the Spanish basketball team in 2000. The 1976 iteration of this event allowed for the participation of individuals who were not in wheelchairs, and Oscar Pistorius holds the record for this event’s 400 meter race. For 10 points, name this event, an athletic competition that follows the Olympics in which athletes with physical disabilities compete. 
ANSWER: Paralympic Games [or Paralympics]

This piece begins with several notes being played by a variety of instruments. A variation of a theme that shows up in the first movement of this symphony probably shows up in one of the subsequent movements of this symphony. The violins, bassoons, violas, basses, and even the cellos play several Mike Cheynes and de-Mike Cheynes throughout this piece, because it is a symphony. Different rhythms are incorporated throughout because it would be pretty silly for all of the instruments to play the same rhythm through the entire piece. Helpful clue-wise, it includes an unusually long Mike Cheyne that is sometimes called the “tail that wags the dog.” It includes representations of a “Merry Gathering of Happy Country Folk” and a thunderstorm.  For 10 points, name this symphony by Beethoven, his 6th.
ANSWER: Beethoven’s 6th Symphony “Pastoral” [or Beethoven’s 6th before mentioned]

Warning: Whole Name Required 
In real life, this person became the first Mexican American woman to hold the position of Presidio County Judge when she was elected to that post in March 2014. This person became controversial in 2016 for announcing the cause of Antonin Scalia’s death in 2016 without seeing his body. In fake life, this person was the subject of a movie with songs such as “A Dream is a Wish Your Comrades Make” and “Bibbidity Bobbity Bolivia.” A group of mice tailored her beret with a single star in the middle that became an iconic image captured by photographer Alberto Korda, and her life was described in the Pumpkin Motorcycle Diaries.  For 10 points, name this Cuban communist revolutionary social climber who wore a glass slipper, a 2016 name of the year contestant.
ANSWER: Cinderela Guevara [prompt on just “Cinderela” or just “Guevara”; be generous and give 10 if someone answers something like “Cinderella Che Guevara”]

Warning: Two Countries Required
These countries engaged in a joint military exercise called Unity II in 2011, and these countries revived the Maitree Express in 2008 after 43 years of dormancy. One of these nations’ Border Security Forces killed nearly 1,000 of the other country’s citizens between 2001 and 2011 due to the former’s “shoot to kill” policy. One of these nations actively supported the other’s Mkti Bahini freedom fighters, resulting in one of these nation’s independence under the leadership of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. One of these country’s state of West Bengal surrounds territory of the other country. For 10 points, name these countries, one of whom helped the other gain independence from Pakistan. 
ANSWER: India and Bangladesh

One work of this type states that the cleverness of its subject is its tiny details, such as signs that state “Loose Talk is Noose Talk.” In addition to that work by Janet Maslin, another of these works states that its subject is a “....joke-ridden view of the horribleness of where we are now and the worse horribleness of where we’re heading.” In contrast to Pauline Kael’s positive take, another one of these works states that, “It’s as if [its director] sat down and wrote out all of his fantasies, heedless of production difficulties, and then they were filmed, this time, heedless of sense.” That work of this type by Roger Ebert positively compared its subject’s scene of a man playing tug-of-war over his desk against a man through the wall to Chaplin’s Modern Times. For 10 points, name this type of work, critiques of a dystopian Terry Gilliam film about Sam Lowry’s bureaucratic existence and the Robert De Niro-played renegade air conditioner repairman Archibald Tuttle.
ANSWER: Reviews for the movie Brazil [prompt on just “movie reviews”; prompton just “Brazil”]

In this work, its author claims that certain rulers had “the weight of their government fall on themselves alone, like the world on the back of Atlas,” while rulers who governed through subordinates were “mere phantoms.” This work argues that just rule is the best defense against spies. Originally published anonymously, this French-language work was edited extensively by Voltaire. Its author concluded that one should not rule as a despot but should instead rule only within the limits of the law. This work argued that a ruler should be the “first servant of the state.” For 10 points, name this treatise by Frederick the Great that argues against some of the ideas espoused by the author of The Prince.
ANSWER: Anti-Machiavel
 
In the theatrical ending of Little Shop of Horrors, this is the final thing spoken by Audrey 2. In The Goonies, this is the last word uttered by Chunk after he watches a police chase go by a pizza parlor. Frank says this word right before yelling, “Pabst Blue Ribbon!” in Blue Velvet. This word is yelled by two characters after one laughs hysterically and notes that, “The fall is gonna kill you”; that word is yelled during the waterfall scene in Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid. Doc Brown describes some serious [this word] that will occur when the Delorean hits 88 MPH, and Mad Dog continued the tradition of yelling this word the final part of a trilogy. For 10 points, give this line that Biff Tannen yells out in Back to the Future I and II just before he crashes his new car into a truck filled with manure. 
ANSWER: shit!!!!

This man is the grandfather of Kiefer Sutherland, and he wrote the fable of “The Cream Separator” and retold the Mousland fable in support of the CCF. He won a lightweight boxing championship at the One Big Union Gym, and his witnessing of the Winnipeg Strike influenced his decision to implement a bill of rights in his home province. He and David Lewis were the only politicians opposed to the War Measures Act in response to the October Crisis. This man’s victory at a local level resulted in the first democratic socialist government in North America. The government of Lester Pearson modeled a national system on the one implemented by this man while he was serving as the premier of Saskatchewan. For 10 points, name this Canadian politician who is often called the “father” of the Canadian socialized healthcare system. 
ANSWER: Tommy Douglas

A Twitter account associated with this group attacked Emmanuel Chirchir’s threat to target donkeys by stating, “Your eccentric battle strategy has got animal rights groups quite concerned, Major.” One member of this group offered 10 camels as a bounty on President Obama and also offered 10 cocks and 10 hens for information on Hillary Clinton. A country led by Isaias Afwerki has faced sanctions for funnelling funds to this group. The founder of this group, Aden Hashi Farah Ayro, was killed in a 2008 airstrike. Its deadliest attack was on Garissa University. This group has fought against the Transitional Federal Government and is an offshoot of the Islamic Courts Union. For 10 points, Twitter deleted the account of what terrorist group after it claimed responsibility for the 2013 Westgate Mall attack in Nairobi? This terrorist group is based in Somalia. 
ANSWER: Al-Shabaab


One building of this type in Harlem includes panels progressing from tribal scenes in Africa to slavery to a group of individuals examining a modern city. That mural, Vertis Hayes’ Pursuit of Happiness, is part of that institution of this type’s Mural Pavilion. One of these buildings in Vienna includes the Narrenturm, also known as Fool’s Tower, whose round shape has caused buildings with similar functions in Vienna to be known as “Gugelhupfs.” A painting by Alexandre Veron shows a man in white next to a nun smiling at Napoleon in one of these places. The Britannic, the sister ship to the Titanic, served as one of these in World War I. The Hotel des Invalides was originally this type of building. For 10 points, name these buildings which include New York’s Bellevue and Boston’s Mass General. 
ANSWER: hospitals [or mental hospitals, places of healing, etc.]

In Wesley Willis’ song “I Can’t Drive,” Willis finds this man in his house and says, “....what the fuck are you doing in my house? Get out of here right now, and don’t you ever come back here again!” One song with this man represented in the title states, “If there’s one thing that makes me sick, it’s when people try to hide behind politics.” In addition to that Ramones song about this man going to Bitburg, a Spitting Image puppet of this man pushes the nuke button in Genesis’ video for “Land of Confusion.” For 10 points, name this president who offers the hero a burger at the end of Bad Dudes and who himself appeared in Knute Rockne: All American and Bedtime for Bonzo.
ANSWER: Ronald Reagan [or President Ronnie]

A traditional wrestling match between animals of this type was cancelled as being too intense  in 1961 due to the visit of Queen Elizabeth II. The annual Bikamer festival celebrates this animal and includes displays of art cut into the hair of this animal. One art form named for this non-elephant animal is made of pure gold and has an idol of Cahmundeshwari placed on it. That artwork named for this kind of animal is used in the Mysore Dasara’s Jamboo Savari procession and is placed on an elephant. For 10 points, name these animals that, in addition to being used frequently in non western art, are also used as a mode of transportation in the Middle East. 
ANSWER: Camels

Description acceptable.
A video clerk store in this work offers one character a VHS from under the counter shortly shortly before that character wipes his face with a sash. A kook named Benny states, “If I can’t watch Password I’ll die!” in this work. One character in this work claims to have gotten a non-shellfish-related allergic reaction at Red Lobster because of a bee sting and thinks “No Bugs in the Bathroom” would be  good nickname; that character in this work thinks that “pay for your own t-shirt day” would be a good gimmick.  In this work, one character complains that dating her boyfriend was similar to dating a radio sound effects guy and that boyfriend later proposes with a hospital wristband as an engagement ring.  A claims administrator in this work notes that “You don’t go to the burn unit to get a cigarette!” One of the characters in this work attempts to get compensation for his Hokkaido-prefecture-produced  Matsuyama parcel opener and another character is mistaken for a hero after a blind woman feels his face. One character fish-sat for his friend “Mo” Atta while Atta visited Florida and another character can’t eat a sandwich and breaks up with his girlfriend because of some dust specks. Two sheiks tell Jackie Chiles that they carried out “certain services for the United States Government” in this work, in which George is revealed to be an imposter after survivors of a terrorist attack realize he has a different sneeze than the real hero. For 10 points, name this spec script by Billy Domineau which describes the activities of Jerry, Elaine, and Kramer following the attacks on the World Trade Center. 
ANSWER: “The Twin Towers” [or anything that basically mentions the script for a 9/11 Seinfeld]

In testifying against Robert Bork, this figure stated, “My eyes glaze over when I think about what would be if there were no Baker v. Carr.  I would now be running my eleventh unsuccessful race for the State House.” She served on President Clinton’s Commission on Immigration Reform and as an advisor to Governor Ann Richards. In one speech, this figure stated that, “I am not going to sit here and be an idle spectator to the diminution, the subversion, the destruction of the Constitution.” In another speech, she stated that, “....my presence here is one additional bit of evidence that the American Dream need not be forever deferred.” In addition to giving a memorable speech during the Nixon impeachment hearings, this woman gave the keynote address for the 1976 and 1992 Democratic Conventions. For 10 points, name this late congresswoman from Texas, the first African-American female representative from the South. 
ANSWER: Barbara Jordan

Bill Clinton compared himself to a character from a  comic book publisher of this name in 1993 by saying, “I’m fat. I’m ugly. But if you push me down, I keep coming back.” Horace Grant’s identical twin brother, also an NBA veteran, had this first name. A man with this first name was the first black man to attend Clemson University and was later elected mayor of Charlotte. The comic book publisher of this name produced books with a character whose pet was a “dollarmation” and another character whose ghost friend was Fatso. The logo for that publisher featured a joker coming out of a jack-in-the-box and that publisher produced Baby Huey, Richie Rich, and Casper the Ghost comics. For 10 points, name this defunct comic book publisher whose name is the same as an imaginary rabbit seen by Jimmy Stewart in a 1950 movie.
ANSWER: Harvey Comics

A character in this episode states, “You are six years old, weak, and helpless,” after being fed taspar eggs. One group goes on a mission in this episode on the shuttlecraft Feynman. One character cites the Seldonis IV Convention in the second part of this episode, during which Gul Madred’s daughter feeds a wompat. In this episode, one character epically puts down another, concluding, “You've got everybody wound up so tight, there's no joy in anything. I don't think you're a particularly good captain.” Edward Jellico temporarily has command of the Enterprise in this two part episode. A Cardassian’s torture session ends with Captain Picard insisting that, “There are four lights!” For 10 points, name this episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation whose title refers to the order of authority in a military organization. 
ANSWER: “Chain of Command”


Burt Lancaster provided the narration on the pilot episode of this series, and John Langley is the influential creator of this show. A standup bit about an addition to this show states, “I'm like a guy with a sore tooth, I can't quit touching it.”  An episode from Beavis and Butt-Head parodying this show revealed that Michael Jordan’s ATM code was “balls.” On his Rant in E-minor, Bill Hicks made a confession in the form of a question by asking, “Is anyone here like me in that they are compelled, obsessed and drawn beyond their will to watch [this show] every fucking night?” This show’s theme song was performed by Inner Circle. For 10 points, name this long-running reality television show that follows the men and women of law enforcement and whose theme is “Bad Boys.”
ANSWER: COPS

Edgar Allan Poe’s The Mystery of Marie Roget was inspired by an incident in this city in which Mary Cecilia Rogers’ corpse was found floating in a river in this city. A child brings home 266-pound chicken named Henrietta home for Thanksgiving dinner in a children’s book about this city’s namesake chicken emergency. In 1846, Colonel John Stevens rented out land in this city for a contest between the New York Nine and the New York Knickerbockers. That land in this city, the Elysian Fields, was arguably the location of the first recorded game of baseball. For 10 points, name this New Jersey city that was the hometown of Frank Sinatra. 
ANSWER: Hoboken

Napoleon gave his general Thomas-Alexandre Dumas the title of “this man” of Tyrol after the Battle of Klausen. A poem about this man states, “And how can man die better/Than facing fearful odds/For the ashes of his fathers/And the temples of his gods.” That poem about this figure is from Lord Macaulay’s Lays of Ancient Rome. This figure’s agnomen resulted from his loss of an eye in a prior battle, and he was supposedly assisted by Sprurius Lartius and Titus Herminius Aquilinus. Legends of this figure differ as to whether he drowned or swam across the Tiber. For 10 points, name this Roman hero who defended the Sublician bridge against Lars Porsena and the Etruscan army. 
ANSWER: Horatius Cocles

One man with this first name hosted an episode of Saturday Night Live which included a sketch in which a character originally played by Howard McNear turned out to be black. Sonya Elliott filed a 2005 civil lawsuit claiming that a man who used this first name as an alias visited clinics to get herpes treatments and failed to inform her of his condition. This was also the first name of a man who chaired the DNC during Bill Clinton’s 1992 election victory, and he became the subject of conspiracy theories after his plane crashed in Croatia in 1996 while he was serving as Secretary of Commerce. This first name of the first black WCW Heavyweight Champion was also the first name of an alias with last name Mexico used by Michael Vick. It is also the first name of the director of Cocoon and A Beautiful Mind. For 10 points, give this common first name that is shared by former Andy Griffith show Opie actor Howard. 
ANSWER: Ron [five extra points for answering “Hey dudes, have you seen Ron?”; accept variants such as Ronald and Ronnie]

The writer of this song claimed he stole a lick in it from Judee Sill’s “Jesus Was a Cross Maker” and that writer of this song told the A.V. Club that it was meant to be from the point of view of an old hippie. It was originally recorded by Brinsley Schwartz and this song’s placement on the Bodyguard soundtrack earned its writer Nick Lowe royalties used to finance a tour.  A temporary truce is reached between Stephen Colbert and a bear while they sing this song together in A Colbert Christmas: The Greatest Gift of All. This song asks “Where are the strong?” and “Who are the trusted?” and it begins with the singer walking through “....this wicked world/searching for light in the darkness of insanity.” For 10 points, name this song most famously performed by Elvis Costello and the Attractions which asks why certain virtues are so humerous. 
ANSWER: What’s So Funny (About Peace, Love and Understanding)




